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2(b). General Features of the.Laws and Regulations 

The legal source materials from 1982 to 1989 whose elements we 

have expounded are linked together， in relation to the concerns of 

this paper， in the respect that there is provision made for the par-

ties affected by the acts of administrative authorities to have re同

course to the people's courts for the purposes of initiating legal chal-

lenges to the particular administrative acts at issue. In this respect， 

there is explicit recognition in the positive law sources of judicial re-

view as a procedure available under administrative law. The mate-

rials as examined have been selected as representative materials， 

and it is to be emphasized that the recognition of the availability of 

the judicial review of administrative action is to be found present in 

many other of the laws and regulations from the period under dis-

cussion. Thus there may be cited the following: the Interim Provi-

sions for the Administration of the Environment in the Economic 

Zones Open to the Outside W orld， as approved by the State Council 

on 4 March 1986 and promulgated by the State Administration for 
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Environmental Protection on 15 ML 'ch 1986;1441 the Regulations of 

the People's Republic of China on the Administration of Tra出c

Safety on Inland Waters， as promulgated by the State Council on 16 

December 1986;1451 the Measures for the Control of Narcotic Drugs， 

as promulgated by the State Council on 28 November 1987;1461 the 

Regulations of the People's Republic of China on the Administration 

of the Registration of Enterprise Legal Person Entities， as adopted 

by the State Council on 13 May 1988 and promulgated by the State 

Council on 3 June 1988;1471 the Measures for the Control of Psy-

chotropic Drugs， as adopted by the State Council on 15 November 

1988 and promulgated by the State Council on 27 December 1988;1481 

the Law of the People's Republic of China on the Prevention and 

Treatment of Infectious Diseases， as adopted at the 6th Meeting of 

the Standing Committee of the 7th National People's Congress on 

21 February 1989/'91 the Provisions of the People's Republic of 

China on the Administration of the Fruits of Cartography， as prom-

ulgated by the State Council on 21 March 1989.1501 

The recognition that is given to the judicial review procedure in 

the terms and provisions of the laws and regulations that we have 

examined underlines the rapid development of the administrative 

law system in the PRC during the 1980s. In this， there is under-

lined also the no less rapid development of the rule of law itself， as 

forming the framework for government and public administration， 

and as in accordance with the general principles of socialist legal 

order that the Party-State leadership had in 1978 projected as one 

of the main essential conditions for political and economic reform. 

Here， it is to be noted that the laws and regulations， as selec白d，in-

volve the extension of legal forms and legal categories to a broad 

range of the different sectors of political， social and economic or-

ganization in the PRC that， as it is intended， are to fall under the 

jurisdiction of the administrative authorities. Salient among the 

sectors at issue are the sectors of trade and commerce， communica-

tions， weights and measures， immigration， public health and safety， 
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and environmental protection. In all these contexts， the laws and 

regulations that we have considered serve to bring definition and 

specificity， as in strict legal terms， to the functions and powers of 

the administrative authorities which are designated as bearing the 

due responsibilities. In turn， there is through this provided proper 

determination， as a matter of strict positive law， as to the basis and 

justification for the powers that are to be exercised by the adminis-

trative authorities in the discharging of their respective tasks and 

functions. At the same time， the liability of the administrative 

authorities to legal challenges brought through the people's courts 

as to their actions is affirmed. Thus it is and as we have pointed to 

in detail， there is a田rmedin the various positive law sour<ωmate-

rials the availability for the parties concerned of the procedure for 

the judicial review of administrative action， and hence the presence 

of judicial control of the government and administration， as in line 

with what町 ethe essential principles of administrative law. 

It is plain that in the terms that the judicial review procedure 

is given recognition to in the legal source materials from 1982 to 

1989， as picked out for study， then a significant advance is to be ac-

knowledged to have taken place， as in respect 加 the1982 State 

Constitution， in the promoting of the cause of administrative law 

and the judicial review of administrative action in the PRC. In par-

ticular， the laws and regulations examined are such that there is 

brought out with them， as there is not with the State Constitution， 

the distinctness of judicial review in its character as a procedure in-

volving the subjection of the administrative authorities to the juris-

diction of the people's courts and as relative to the procedures spe-

cific to the civillaw and the criminallaw. 

Despite the explicit warrant that is present in the legal source 

materials examined for the judicial review procedure， it is neverthe-

less the case that the materials are limited in their reference to ju-
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dicial review and that they leave unstated much that is quite essen-

tial to the complete rendering of the judicial review procedure. To 
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begin with， the laws and regulations that we have attended to are 

such that they restrict the occasions for judicial review to the chal-

lenges made by affec旬dparties to the application of administrative 

sanctions and penalties. As against this， there is the consideration 

that not all acts of the administrative authorities involve the appli-

cation of sanctions and penalties， and that， as is in fact so， the 

forms of administrative action other than the bare applying of sanc-

tions and penalties are accepted to be subject to judicial review 

仕omthe standpoint of administrative law. Going beyond this， it is 

to be observed that there is nothing in the laws and re伊llationsdis-

cussed that indicates the precise grounds on which challenges町 'eto 

be made by parties as to administrative action， or that indicates the 

precise grounds on which the people's courts are to intervene in ad-

ministrative cases and to find against the administrative authori-

ties. In addition to the absence of any formal specification of the 

grounds for the application for judicial review， there is the absence 

also of any formal specification of the actual details of the principles 

of procedure， such as those to do with submissions， hearings and 

rules of evidence， that the people's courts are to be follow for the 

purposes of the adjudication of administrative cases. Yet further， 

there is an absence from the selected laws and regulations of any 

reference to the matter of the remedies that are available to the 

people's courts in order to set right failures and improprieties in ad-

ministrative action， and this as to the advantage of the affected p訂圃

ties. The principles relating 旬 thegrounds for judicial review， the 

procedures for judicial review and the remedies in judicial review: 

these constitute the core principles essential to the judicial review 

of administrative action as such. As we shall now see， it is these 

principles that are central to the authoritative elaboration of judi-

cial review that comes in the Administrative Procedure Law of 

1989.1511 
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3. The Administrative Procedure Law 

As we have explained， the Administrative Procedure Law of the 

PRC， or as here abbreviated the AP Law， was formally adopted by 

the National People's Congress as of 4 April 1989， and， as such， it 

stands as the foundational statute in the administrative law system 

of the PRC. For the AP Law describes the form of the adjudicative 

procedure through which the people's courts exercise control over 

the administrative authorities， and with this serving as a procedure 

that provides for the judicial review of the acts of the administra-

tive authorities. The law comprises 75 articles， and with these being 

organized in the form of eleven separate chapters. In Chapter 1 (Ar-

ticles 1-10)， there are set down the general principles that apply to 

the procedure for the judicial review of the acts of the administra-

tive authorities. Chapter 2 (Articles 11--12) provides a specification 

of the particular administrative acts that are held to be eligible for 

judicial review through the people's courts， and hence to be subject 

to the terms of the administrative procedure， in addition to a speci-

fication of the administrative acts that are beyond the control of the 

people's courts and hence that are not subject to the procedure for 

the judicial review of administrative action. In Chapter 3 (Articles 

13-23)， there are elaborated the principles relating to the form of 

the jurisdiction that is to be exercised in administrative cases， as by 

the people's courts at the various levels within the hierarchic struc-

ture of the judicial system. 

Moving on to Chapter 4 (Articles 24-30)， there are set out the 

principles that relate to the position of the parties to administrative 

cases， whereas in Chapter 5 (Articles 31-36) there are set out the 

principles relating to the forms of evidence which are to be accepted 

by the people's courts for the purposes of the judicial review of the 

acts of the administrative authorities. In Chapter 6 (Articles 37-42)， 

there are stated the principles that relate to applications f01" judicial 

review and to their acceptance by the people's courts. Chapter 7 
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(Articles 43--64) elaborates the princ、plesthat govern the hearing of 

administrative cases by the people's courts， and the decision of the 

same through the judgments that are to be issued by the people's 

courts in administrative cases. Chapter 8 (Articles 65-66) concerns 

the sanctions that are available to the people's courts for ensuring 

the execution of their judgments in administrative cases， and hence 

for ensuring the compliance with these on the part of both the ap-

plicant parties and the administrative authorities. In Chapter 9 (Ar-

ticles 67-69)， there町 estated the principles relating to the liabili同

ties of the administrative authorities for the compensation of par-

ties whose rights and interests h、avebeen unlawfully infringed 

through the acts of出eadministrative authorities in question. 

Chapter 10 (Articles 70-73) treats of the standing， and the rights 

and duties， of foreign parties in respect of cases that come under 

administrative law. Finally， there are two supplementary provisions 
in Chapter 11. Here， Article 74 provides for the awarding of costs 

by the people's courts as against one or both of the parties to ad-

ministrative cases and relative to the extent of their liabilities and 

responsibilities. As for Article 75， this provides that the AP Law 

was to become e妊ectiveas of 1 October 1990. 

i. General Principles 

The general principles set out in Chapter 1 of the AP Law serve to 

define the informing purposes of the law and its provisions.τ'his is 

so particularly in respect of the rights of the parties making appIi-

cation for the judicial review of administration action， and in re-

spect of the office of the people's courts with regard to cases falling 

under the administrative procedure. As to purposes， it is laid down 

that the law is enacted， as consistent with the State Constitution， to 

provide for the prompt and correct decision of administrative cases 

by the people's courts， the adequate protection of the lawful rights 
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and interests of ordinary citizens， entities bearing legal personality 

and other organizations， and the supervision of the administrative 

authorities in the exercise of their powers as in accordance with the 

laws (Article 1). As to applicant parties， the essential principle is 

that individual citizens， legal person entities and other organiza-

tions possess lawful rights and interests， and where these may be 

infringed through the acts of administrative authorities. In conse-

quence of this， such parties that contend that their lawful rights 

and interests have in fact been infringed by administrative acts are 

to have recourse to the people's courts， as through the application 

for the judicial review of administrative action. (Article 2). As to the 

people's courts， the essential principle is that the people's courts are 

to adjudicate disputes as between the administrative authorities 

and the parties applying for judicial review， and that the people's 

courts are in this office to apply the law as against both the admin-

istrative authorities and the applicant parties. Hence， it is stipu-

lated that the people's courts are to exercise judicial powers in ac-

cordance with the laws with full independence and free from inter-

ference by administrative authorities， public organizations and indi-

vidual parties， and that， to give effect to this， the people's courts are 

to establish their own administrative law divisions for the hearing 

of administrative cases. (Article 3). 

In addition to this， there are general principles stated that re-

late to the form of the procedure that the people's courts are to fol伽

low in the judicial review of the acts of the administrative authori-

ties. Thus it is provided that in the hearing of administrative cases， 

the people's courts are to base their deliberations on the facts of the 

cases and to take the laws as the standard for their decisions (Ar説明

cle 4)， and that they are to confine their attention to the matter of 

the lawfulness or unlawfulness of the administrative acts in respect 

of which applications for judicial review under the terms of the ad-

ministrative procedure are made CArticle 5). It is further provided， 

as to procedure， that the people's courts are to hear administrative 
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cases in accordance with certain pr九ciplesof judicial orga凶zation.

These include the principles relating to adjudication by panels of 

judges， the withdrawal of interested court personnel， public hear-

ings and the finality of the decisions of courts of second instance 

(Article 6). Beyond this， there are stated certain standards of proce-

dural faimess as at the level of general principles. Thus it is a手

firmed that the parties involved in administrative cases are to be 

considered to have equality in standing as to their legal position 

(Article 7)， and that they are to be recognized as having the right to 

speak and to be heard in the proceedings of the people's courts as 

conceming administrative cases (Article 9). The ends of procedural 

faimess in the hearing of administrative cases are further given 

support to through the provision to the etfect that all the members 

of the ditferent nationalities bearing citizenship of the PRC are to 

be entitled to the use of their own spoken and written language in 

the adjudication of administrative cases. The same holds for the 

provision that the people's courts are to conduct the adjudication of 

administrative cases in the language or languages of the minority 

nationalities， as in those regional localities where the minorities in 
question predominate. (Article 8). As a last general principle， it is 

provided that administrative cases are subject to the form of legal 

supervision that is exercised by the people's procuratorates (A此icle

10). 

ii. Administrative Acts Su切ectto Judicial Review 

The principle that the administrative authorities are to be account-

able to the people's courts fur their actions， as in accordance with 

the machinery of the administrative procedure， gives rise to what is 

a quite crucial question.' This is the question as to the particular 

acts of the administrative authorities that are to be considered as 

subject to challenge by atfected parties through application to the 
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people's courts under the administrative procedure， and hence that 
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main subject to the form of judicial review which is embodied in 

that procedure. In the event， the category of the acts of administra-

tive authorities that are stated in Chapte1' 2 of the AP Law to be 

subject 加 challengethrough the administ1'ative procedure， and 

hence to be subject to judicial review， includes acts other than the 

ones to do with the application of administrative sanctions and pen-

alties that， as we have found， a1'e given prominence in the laws and 

regulations which predate the enactment of the AP Law. For there 

are included also in the AP Law such acts as the so-called compul-

so1'y administrative measures and the issuing of licences and other 

official documentation. It is to be noted that the acts of the adminis-

trative authorities that are confi1'med in the AP Law to be the occa-

sion for challenge th1'ough the administrative p1'ocedure a1'e not 

only acts of commission， as with the application of administrative 

sanctions and penalties. In addition to this， the1'e a1'e acts of omis-

sion， as whe1'e it is claimed by affected parties that the administ1'a-

tive authorities a1'e guilty of some failure to perform duties which 

are in law required of them. Howeve1'， the key consideration with 

all the acts of the administrative authorities， as at issue here， is 

that these are acts that involve some defect 01' sho1'tcoming in law， 

where it is thei1' unlawfulness as acts that 1'enders them， and the 
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administrative authorities th1'ough whose agency they a1'e pe1'-

formed， subject to challenge through the people's courts and so sub-

ject to the judicial review procedure. 

The acts of the administrative authorities giving proper occa蝉

sion for applications by affected parties to the people's courts for ju-

dicial review are summarized in Article 11， as follows: (i) adminis直

t1'ative sanctions and penalties， as with detention orde1's， fines， 

revocations of licences and permits， orders for the suspension of 

business operations and confiscations of assets and p1'ope1'ty; (ii) ad崎

minist1'ative compulsory measu1'es， as with the placing of rest1'ic暢
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tions on the liberty of persons and the seizure or freezing of assets 

and property; (iii) acts where， as it may be claimed， the administra-

tive authorities violate the independent decision-making rights and 

powers of industrial enterprises; (iv) acts involving the failure of the 

administrative authorities to issue licences or other 0茄cialdocu-

mentation to applicants， as who may claim to be duly qualified to 

receive the same， or the failure of the administrative authorities to 

respond adequately to due and proper applications; (v) acts involv-

ing the failure of the administrative authorities to discharge their 

statutory duties of extending due and proper protection to personal 

rights and property rights as when legitimately requested to do So， 

or the failure of the administrative authorities to respond ade-

quately to legitimate requests for this; (vi) acts where the adminis-

trative authorities fail to grant pensions and benefits， as where this 

is required by the laws; (vii) acts where， as it may be claimed， the 

administrative authorities impose unlawful demands on parties as 

旬 theperformance of duties and obligations; (viii) acts that result 

in the in脳ngementby the administrative authorities of the general 

personal and property rights of parties. It is further provided in Ar-

ticle 11 that the people's courts are able to apply the administrative 

procedure in respect of other like acts of the administrative authori-

ties， as where there are explicit stipulations to this effect as ∞n-

tained in the available laws and re伊llations.

As it will be evident， the terms of the AP Law are such as to es-

tablish that the greater part of the activities and engagements of 

the administrative authorities are brought under the control of the 

people's courtS. Even so， there are limits to the acts of the adminis-

trative authorities that are recognized to be subject to the people's 

courts， as for the purp朗 esof the judicial review of administrative 

action. These limits are made clear in Article 12 of the AP Law， 

where there are listed the acts of the administrative authorities 

that do not admit of the possibility of challenges from the affected 

parties as to the people's courts， and hence that in e貸与ctremain ex-
10 
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empt from subjection to judicial review as through the administra-

tive procedure. Thus it is stated that the people's courts are not per-

mitted to accept administrative cases in respect of the following 

matters: (i) acts of the administrative authorities that have the 

standing of acts of state， such as acts to do with national defence 

and the conducting of diplomatic relations and foreign policy; 

(iI) acts of the administrative. authorities that involve the drawing 

up and promulgation of administrative regulations， lower status 

regulations， and other decisions and orders such as possess a bind-

ing effect in law; (iii) acts of the administrative authorities that in-

volve decisions relating to the appointment and dismissal of official 

personnel， and relating to the rewarding and punishment of the 

same; (iv) acts of the administrative authorities where stipulations 

set out in the relevant statutory legislation provide that the deci-

sions of the administrative authorities as to the acts， as in question， 
are to be considered as final. 

五
二
人
(
日
)

iii. Jurisdiction in Administrative Cases 

The administrative procedure is an adjudicative procedure， and one 

where it is of its very essence that the administrative authorities 

are held to be subject to the jurisdiction of the people's courts as 

forming the judicial branch of government. The system of the peo幽

ple's courts is based in an hierarchic principle of vertical organiza-

tion among courts which stand as superior or inferior in level as one 

to another. This hierarchic structure of judicial organization is re-

flected in the form of jurisdiction that is exercised by the people's 

courts， as in respect of the administrative procedure， at the di任er-

ent levels of their establishment. The jurisdiction of the people's 

courts， as through their hierarchic organization， is the subject-

matter of Chapter 3 of the AP Law. Thus Article 13 provides that 

the basic people's courts are to have jurisdiction in administrative 
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cases as courts of first instance. However， there is also provision to 

the effect that certain administrative cases are to be reserved to the 

jurisdiction of courts other than the basic people's courts， as de-

pending on the particularities of their respective competences. Ac-

cordingly， it is stated in Article 14 that the intermediate people's 

courts are to exercise jurisdiction as courts of first instance in the 

administrative cases as follows: (i) cases involving patent rights re明

lating to inventions， and cases that involve the customs authorities; 

(ii) cases involving legal challenges brought in respect of the acts of 

the departmental organs of the State Council or those of the local 

people's government authorities at the level of the provinces， the 

autonomous regions or the municipalities directly under the central 

government; (iii) serious and complicated administrative cases spe-

cific to the competences of the intermediate people's courts. Then 

again， the higher people's courts are to exercise jurisdiction as 

courts of first instance with the serious and complicated administra-

tive cases that are specific to their competences (Article 15). As for 

the Supreme People's Court， this is to exercise jurisdiction as the 

court of first instance with the serious and complicated administra-

tive cases that are of national import and consequence (Article 16). 

The terms of the AP Law are such as to provide for the judicial 

control of the administrative authorities at the local levels of juris-

diction， to the effect that the arrangements for the hearing of ad-

ministrative cases will be tied to the actual circumstances of the ap-

plicant parties and the administrative authorities concerned. Thus 

it is stipulated in Article 17 that administrative cases are to come 

under the jurisdiction of the people's courts in the particular locali-

ties where the administrative authorities that performed the acts at 

issue are established (or， in cases involving appeal to the people's 

courts against reconsideration decisions， where the relevant admin-

istrative reconsideration authorities are established). As a practical 

illustration of this， it is stated in Article 18 that administrative 

cases relating to compulsory administrative measures providing for 
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the detention of persons are to come under the jurisdiction of the 

people's courts in the localities where the persons concerned are be-

ing detained. Likewise， it is stated in Article 19 that administrative 

cases relating to real property are to be heard by the people's courts 

having jurisdiction in the localities where the property concerned is 

situated. Yet further， there is the provision that in administrative 

cases where two or mo四 people'scourts have proper jurisdiction， 

then it is the people's court that first accepts the applications from 

the aggrieved parties involved which will have jurisdiction (Article 

20). 

Despite the strong emphasis placed in the AP Law on the main-

tenance of local-level jurisdiction in administrative cases， the law 

does still allow for a flexibility in jurisdiction su伍cientto ensure 

that the people's courts that are to exercise jurisdiction will be ap-

propriate as in reg.町 dto the specificities of individual administra-

tive cases. Thus， for example， it is provided in Article 21 that in 

conditions where the people's courts discover that they have no ju陶

risdiction over administrative cases that they have ac氾eptedfor ad-

judication， then they are at liberty to transfer the cases concerned 

to such people's courts as have proper jurisdiction (but subject to 

the condition that the latter bodies are not through their own initia-

tive to transfer the cases to other people's courts). Again， it is pro-

vided that in administrative cases where the people's courts have 

proper jurisdiction that they are nevertheless unable to exercise due 

to special factors， then jurisdiction is to be assigned to some other 

people's court at the discretion of the relevant people's courts at the 

next higher level within the judicial system. With administrative 

cases where there is dispute as to jurisdiction as between two or 

more people's courts， then this is to be resolved through consulta-
tion or through the decision of the relevant higher-Ievel people's 

courts. (Article 22). Finally， the people's courts at the higher levels 

are recognized to have authority to act as courts of first instance in 

administrative cases where the people's courts at the lower levels 
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have proper jurisdiction， as they arι 。cognizedalso to have author島

ity to transfer administrative cases falling under their own jurisdic-

tion to the people's courts at the lower levels. In addition， the lower-

level people's courts may conclude that it is not appropriate for 

them to hear administrative cases where they have proper jurisdic-

tion as the courts of first instance. In such circumstances， it is laid 

down that the people's courts of the lower levels in question are to 

refer the cases concerned to the people's courts at the higher levels 

for decision. (Article 23) 

iv. Parties to Administrative Cases 

The provisions set out in Chapter 4 of the AP Law， as concerning 

the parties to administrative cases， serve to ensure that the parties 

adversely affected by administrative action are afforded proper op町

portunities for redress before the people's courts. Thus it is provided 

that the parties who make application to the people's courts for the 

judicial review of the acts of the administrative authorities， as in 

accordance with the terms of the administrative procedure， are rec-

ognized to have standing as plaintiffs， and these may include ordi蜘

nary citizens in addition to entities having legal person status and 

other such organizations. In circumstances where the citizens con-

cerned are deceased， then their near relatives are able to apply to 

the people's courts in their place; and in circumstances where the 

legal person entities concerned have been terminated， then it is 

open to the legal person entities that are the successors to their 

rights and interests to make application to the people's courts. (Ar-

ticle 24). 

At the same time， the relevant provisions of the AP Law serve 

to ensure that the administrative authorities are rendered fully and 

inescapably accountable to the people's courts for their acts. In this 

connection， it is provided that the administrative authorities whose 

奮
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acts are the subject of applications to the people's courts for judicial 

review are to have standing as defendants. ln the event that the 

acts of the administrative authorities concerned have been sus-

tained on the decision of administrative reconsideration authorities， 

then the original administrative authorities will remain as defen-

五
二
四
(
日

dants; whereas in the event that the original acts are amended 

through administrative reconsideration， then the status of defen-

dant will belong to the administrative reconsideration authorities 

involved. ln cases where the acts that are subject to applications for 

judicial review have been performed by two or more administrative 

authorities， as on a joint basis， then the administrative authorities 

concerned are to have standing as joint defendants. With cases 

where acts subject to applications for judicial review are performed 

by agencies or organizations empowered under general law and 

regulations， then these bodies will be the defendants; but where the 

agencies or organizations are empowered by administrative authori-

ties， then the status of defendant will attach to the latter. Finally， 

there are出eadministrative authorities whose acts are subject to 

applications for judicial review， but which have been abolished prior 

to adjudication. Here， it is provided that the successor authorities 

within the system of government and administration will be defen帽

dants in respect of the acts in question. (Article 25). 

As it would appear， the provisions of Chapter 4 of the AP Law 

have the effect that they serve to promote efficiency in the hearing 

of administrative cases. This is brought out with what is laid down 

as to joint actions and to the principles of representation. Thus the 

AP Law provides for joint actions to be present疋dby two or more 

parties: as when the cases involved are directed towards the same 

individual administrative acts， or are directed towards discrete ad-

ministrative acts that have the same general character and that the 

people's courts having jurisdiction consider to be appropriate for be-

ing heard together (Article 26). ln addition， such parties as have in-

terests in administrative acts that are subject to judicial review 
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may take pa1't in administ1'ative p1'，.，ceedings as third pa1'ties， and 

they may also be di1'ected to do this by the people's cou1'ts having 

jurisdiction (Article 27). As to the p1'inciples of 1'ep1'esentation， it is 

stated that citizens pa1'ty to administ1'ative p1'oceedings who are in-

capacitated may have representatives to act for them， 01' legal 1'ep-

1'esentatives may be appointed by the teople's cou1'ts (A1'ticle 28). 

The applicant pa1'ties， 01' their legal rep1'esentatives， a1'e also able to 

entrust one 01' two pe1'sons to pa1'ticipate in administ1'ative proceed-

ings on thei1' behalf. He1'e， lawye1's， social organizations， close 1'ela-

tives of the applicant pa1'ties， individuals nominated by the wo1'k 

units whe1'e the applicant parties a1'e employed， and citizens 

autho1'ized by the people's courts a1'e all eligible to be so ent1'usted 

as agents. (Article 29). Beyond this， it is p1'ovided that lawye1's who 

1'ep1'esent the pa1'ties in administ1'ative cases a1'e pe1'mitted to in-

spect all 1'elevant mate1'ials， and to investigate and collect evidence 

f1'om all citizens and o1'ganizations involved. Howeve1'， the1'e is to 

this the impo1'tant qualification that lawyers a1'e 1'equi1'ed to main-

tain st1'ict confidentiality in 1'espect of mate1'ials that touch di1'ectly 

on state secrets and on the p1'ivacy 1'ights of individuals. At the dis-

c1'etion of the people's cou1'ts having ju1'isdiction， the pa1'ties to ad-

ministrative cases and thei1' agents a1'e themselves able to inspect 

the 1'elevant mate1'ials， but again this is to be subject to the 1'est1'ic-

tions on state secrets and p1'ivacy 1'ights. (Article 30). 

v. Rules of Evidence 

The rules governing evidence in administrative cases， as set out in 

Chapter 5 of the AP Law， include a detailed specification of the 

forms of evidence that a1'e to be considered as acceptable to the peo暢

ple's courts. These are given in Article 31 as follows: (i) written evi-

dence; (ii) mate1'ial evidence; (iii) audio伽visualmater泊 ls;(iv) wit-

ness testimonies; (v) statements made in submission by the parties; 
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(vi) expert opinions; (vii) records made relating to the administra-

tive acts as subject to judicial review. The materials so listed are to 

be verified by the people's courts， and they are to be used only in 

the ascertaining of the facts bearing on administrative cases. (Arti-

cle 31). 

As well as the specification of the forms of evidence， there are 

described the duties of the parties in administrative cases to furnish 

五
二
二
(
げ
)

relevant evidence and the powers of the people's courts in relation 

to matters of evidence. One leading effect of the rules of evidence， 

here， is to underline the accountability of the administrative 

authorities， as defendants， in respect of the people's courts. Thus it 

is laid down that the administrative authorities， as the defendants 

in administrative cases， are to bear the burden of proof in respect of 

those of their acts that are made subject to applications for judicial 

review， and that the administrative authorities are obliged旬 pro-

vide all evidentiary materials and all official documentation relating 

to the acts in question (Article 32). Again， the administrative 

authorities， as defendants， are excluded from the initiating of the 
collection of evidence from the plaintiffs and from witnesses (Article 

33). Yet further， it is laid down that the people's courts are empow-

ered加 requirethe parties to proceedings for judicial review to pro-

vide or to add to the evidence for administrative cases， and that 

they are empowered to collect at their own discretion relevant evi-

dentiary materials from the administrative authorities and the 

other parties (Article 34). An additional effect of the rules of evi-

dence stated in Chapter 5 lies in the enabling of the people's courts 

to ensure reliability and transparency in the hearing of administra幽

tive cases. Thus it is that the people's courts are empowered to call 

on expert opinion in the hearing of administrative cases， and with 

this to be either the expert opinion of the recognized official bodies 

having competence or the expert opinion of such authoritative bod-

ies as are designated by the people's courts (Article 35). AIso， the 

people's courts are empowered to act to preserve relevant eviden-
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tiary materials in administrative ca，品， and to do this either on the 

application of the parties concerned 01' directly through their own 

initiative (Article 36). 

vi. Applications for Judicial Review and the Acceptance of 

Administrative Cases by the People's Courts 

'I'here are six main provisions set out in Chapter 6 of the AP Law 

concerning applications for judicial review and the acceptance by 

the people's courts of administrative cases. For the greater part， the 

various provisions serve to rationalize the applications process with-

out impeding proper access to the people's courts‘ and serve to de-

termine what are， as it were， the institutional prerequisites for ad-

ministrative proceedings as in respect of the standing of the parties 

and the jurisdiction of the people's courts. As to the rationalization 

of the applications process， it is to be emphasized that， as in line 

with the terms of the law白 andregulations from 1982 to 1989 that 

we have examined， there is provision made for the parties aggrieved 

of administrative action to seek administrative reconsideration of 

the acts of the administrative authorities in question， as prior to 

making application to the people's courts fo1' judicial review in ac・

cordance with the administrative procedure. Thus it is stipulated 

that with the administrative cases that come under the jurisdiction 

of the people's courts， the parties that are adversely affected by acts 

of the administrative authorities are to be permitted to apply to the 

relevant administrative authorities as at the next higher level， or as 

designated in the laws and regulations， for the reconsideration of 

the administrative acts at issue. In the event that the parties are 

not able to accept the decisions of the administrative reconsidera-

tion authorities， they are then able to apply to the people's courts 

for judicial review. It is recognized that parties may make direct ap-

plication to the peopleうscourts for judicial review， and so bypass the 
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procedure for administrative reconsideration. This is qualified in 

that it is accepted that the relevant laws and regulations may im-

pose a requirement that administrative reconsideration is to be 

sought， before resort is had to the judicial review procedure. Even 

so， it is still affirmed that judicial review by the people's courts re-

mains the option for parties for whom administrative reconsidera-

tion decisions in such circumstances are found ωbe unfavourable. 

(Article 37). 

Further to the rationalization of the applications process， the 

provisions contained in Chapter 6 have the e:ffect of minimizing de-

lays that would be detrimental to the rights of parties affected by 

administrative action， while also preventing such delays as would 

milita旬 againstthe efficient operation of the administrative ma-

chinerγ. So， for example， it is stipulated that the administrative re-

consideration authorities are to issue their decisions within two 

months of receiving the due written applications from parties， save 

where the relevant laws and regulations make exceptions to the 

contrary. At the same time， the parties that do not accept adminis-

trative reconsideration decisions， and that seek judicial review， are 

required to make application to the people's courts within 15 days 

of their receiving notice of the decisions on administrative reconsid-

eration， unless the relevant laws and regulations state otherwise. In 

conditions where the administrative reconsideration authorities fail 

五一一

O
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to arrive at a decision within the prescribed two-month period， then 

the parties are required to apply to the people's courts within 15 

days from the end of the two-month period. (Article 38). Moving be-

yond the aηangement渇 foradministrative reconsideration and in re-

lation to time limits， it is further stipulated that parties electing to 

apply direct to the people's courts for judicial review are required to 

make their applications within three months of the administrative 

acts at issue， subject to such exceptions as are entered in the rele-

vant Iaws and regulations (Article 39). Also， there is a stipulation to 

the effect that parties that are prevented through force m司eure，or
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through some other agency， from applying for judicial review within 

the prescribed three-month period are able to request from the peo・

ple's court an extension to this period of Up to 10 days from the 

time of the removal of the impediment in question (Article 40). 

The key provision set out in Chapter 6 states the requirements 

for administrative proceedings relating to the parties and the peo・

ple's courts and their jurisdiction. The requirements concerned set 

the conditions essential for applications for judicial review， and the 

conditions essential for the acceptance of administrative cases by 

the people's courts. Thus it is laid down first that applicant parties 

are to be ordinary citizens， legal person entities or other comparable 

organizations， and that the legitimate rights and interests of the 

applicant parties are to have been violated through the acts of the 

administrative authorities. Second， it is laid down that the adminis-

trative authorities whose acts are the subject of applications for ju司

dicial review are to be determinate and ascertainable: that is， it is 

required that there are to be specific defendants. Third， the applica-

tions of parties for judicial review are required to be directed to-

wards specific claims regarding the acts of administrative authori-

ties， and to be possessed of some specific basis in fact. Fourth， it is 

laid down that the administrative cases that arise through applica-

tions for judicial review are to be within the scope of the cases that 

are lawfully subject to adjudication by the people's courts， and that 

the cases are to be such as to fall within the proper jurisdiction of 

the people's courts to which the applications concerned are made. 

(Article 41). As to the acceptance of administrative cases by the peo-

ple's courts， this is a matter for the decision of the people's courts as 

such and consequent on their proper examination of applications 

However， it is affirmed that applicant parties do have the right to 

appeal in the event that the people's courts， as applied to， decide to 

reject applications for judicial review. (Article 42). 
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vii. Adjudication and Decision of Administrative Cases 

官leprinciples governing the adjudication and decision of adminis-

trative cases， as expounded in Chapter 7 of the AP Law， have appli-

cation to such matters as the composition of the people's courts， the 

positive legal ma旬rialsrelevant to judicial deliberation in adminis-

trative cases， the remedies available to the people's courts and the 

process for appeals against decisions. The first concern， however， is 

with the procedures applying in the pre-hearing phase. Thus it is 

stated in Article 43 that the people's courts， when having accepted 

administrative cases for adjudication， are required within five days 

of the date of acceptance to send a copy of the relevant written ap-

plications for administrative proceedings from the plaintiff parties 

to the administrative authorities standing as the defendant parties. 

In turn， the defendants are required， as within ten days from the 

date of their receipt of the applications for administrative proceed-

ings， to provide the people's courts concerned with all information 

relatlng to the administrative acts of which the plaintiffs are ag-

grieved together with written statements setting out a defence of 

the grounds for the acts in question. It then falls to the people's 

courts to deliver copies of the written defence statements to the 

plaintiffs， as within five days of receiving them. It is provided that 

the failure of defendants to file defence statements is not to prevent 

五
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the people's courts from proceeding to hear administrative cases. On 

the other hand， there is also provision to the effect that the hearing 

of administrative cases is not to obstruct the work of the admini-

stration. Thus it is stipulated in Article 44 that for the duration of 

administrative proceedings， the acts of the administrative authori-

ties that are the subject of proceedings will not be suspended， ex-

cept in circumstances where the defendants consider suspension to 

be necessaIγ， where the people's courts decide in favour of applica-

tions for suspension from plaintiffs， or where suspension is directed 

in the relevant laws and regulations. 
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The p1'ovisions of Chapte1' 7 on :le adjudication and decision of 

administ1'ative cases a1'e such as to p1'eserve the integ1'ity and 

t1'anspa1'ency of the people's cou1'ts in the conduct of administ1'ative 

p1'oceedings. So， for example， it is laid down that the people's cou1'ts 

a1'e to hea1' administ1'ative cases in public， except in cases whe1'e na-

tional security or privacy inte1'ests of persons a1'e involved 01' where 

the laws stipulate to the cont1'a1'y (Article 45). As to the form of the 

people's cou1'ts for the pu1'poses of administrative cases， this is to be 

that of collegial panels consisting of judges， 01' of judges and asses-

sors， and with these to be in an odd numbe1' of at least three (Arti-

cle 46). In furtherance of the ends of integrity in the adjudicative 

p1'ocess， it is laid down that in the event that the parties to admin-

ist1'ative proceedings conside1' that judicial officials have some inter-

est in the administrative cases befo1'e them or are 1'elated to them 

in some other way， as where this impai1's the fair hearing of the 

cases in issue， then the parties are to have the 1'ight to apply fo1' the 

withdrawal of the officials concerned. At the same time， judicial offi-

cials who find themselves having an interest in， 01' to be involved in， 

the administ1'ative cases before them are 1'equi1'ed to apply for with-

d1'awal. The 1'ules regarding the withdrawal of judicial officials have 

application not only to judges， but also to such officials as court 

clerks， inte1'p1'ete1's and specialist witnesses. As to decisions on 

withd1'awals， these a1'e to be made by the chief judges presiding in 

the people's courts having jurisdiction‘save that the withdrawal of 

p1'esiding judges is to be left to the adjudication committees as es-

tablished in the people's cou1'ts. (Article 47). 

The form of adjudication that is exercised by the people's cou1'ts 

in administrative cases is compulsory adjudication， and this is re“ 

flected in the powe1's that are assigned to the people's courts in the 

Chapter 7 provisions. To begin with， the failu1'e of the parties to en幽

gage in administrative proceedings， once initiated， is understood not 

to qualify the competence of the people's courts to make appropriate 

deei白ionsin administ1'ative cases. Thus it is stated that where 
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plainti偽 refuseto appe町 inthe people's courts after two sum剛

monses and without proper justification， then their non-appearance 

is to be taken by the people's courts as amounting to the application 

for withdrawal from the administrative proceedings. Likewise， the 
people's courts may decide administrative cases as appropriate in 

circumstances where the defendant parties decline to present them-

selves in court without proper justification. (Article 48). 

In addition to this， the people's courts' are armed with an aηay 

of sanctions and penalties to apply in the disciplining of those par-

ties to administrative proceedings who act such as to impair， cor-

rupt or undermine the proceedings. The sanctions and penalties 

specified include reprimands， orders to submit signed apologies， the 

imposition of fines of up to Yuan 1，000 and orders for detention of 

up to 15 days， and with the option of criminal investigation and 

prosecution in circumstances involving actual crimes. As for the of-

fences to which the sanctions and penalties apply， these are stated 

to include the following: non-compliance in the execution of血e

terms of court notices; forging， concealment or destruction of evi-

den田;suborning or intimidation of witnesses; interference with 

properties restricted through court orders; forcible obstruction of the 

personnel of the people's courts in the performance of their duties; 

the subjecting of court personnel and parties to administrative pro-

ceedings to insults， slander， defamation， assault and reprisals. It is 

provided that the approval of the presiding judges in the relevant 

people's courts is required for the imposing of fines and detention 

orders， and， further， that pa凶iessubjected to sanctions and penal-

ties may apply for administrative reconsideration of these. (Article 

五
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49). 

The administrative procedure， as this is aimed at the judicial 

review of administrative action， stands as a procedure of adjudica-

tion. Thus. it is laid down that the people's courts are not to apply 

the method of conciliation in the hearing of administrative cases 

(Article 50). So also is it laid down that the authoritative decision of 
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the people's courts is essential for tb.， ratifying of the voluntary set剛

tlement of administrative cases by the parties， as with withdrawals 

by the plaintiffs or with the modification of administrative acts on 

the part of the defendants (Article 51). In line with the adjudicative 

character of administrative proceedings， there are provisions to the 

effect that administrative cases are to be decided in terms of estab帽

lished law and administrative norms having legal effect. Thus it is 

required that the people's courts are to base their decisions in ad幽

ministrative cases in the laws and administrative regulations， and 

in such local regulations as are applicable. The people's courts are 

also to rely on the separate regulations in force in the national 

autonomous areas for the administrative cases as arise therein. (Ar-

ticle 52). There is the further requirement that the people's courts 

are to make reference to the rules and regulations adopted by the 

ministries and commissions of the State Council， and by the local 

government authorities and their departmental bodies at the vari-

ous levels of government and administration， as where these rules 

and regulations are formulated and promulgated to give implemen-

tal effect to the laws and to the administrative regulations and 

other administrative norms laid down by the State Council. In the 

event that there are inconsistencies as between the rules and regu・

lations adopted by the local government authorities and those of the 

State Council ministries and commissions， or as between the rules 

and regulations of the different State Council ministries and com-

missions， then it is for the State Council to provide an authoritative 

ruling and determination on this. (Article 53). 

The adjudication of administrative cases by the people's courts 

is directed towards the decision of cases， as through the reaching of 

judgments and the provision of remedies in the event that the judg-

ments reached involve findings for the plaintiffs. There is a detailed 

specification given in Article 54 as to the different judgments that 

may be made by the people's courts in administrative proceedings， 

and as to the substantive remedies that may be provided for plain-
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tiffs in the course of the proceedings. First， it is open to the people's 

courts to find in favour of defendants， and so uphold and sustain 

the acts of the administrative authorities that are the subject of ap-

plications for judicial review. This form of judgment is to be reached 

in cases where the people's courts conclude that the evidence on 

which the acts of the administrative authorities at issue are based 

is adequate， that the administrative acts involve a correct applica-

tion of the relevant laws and regulations， and that the performance 

of the administrative acts has been in conformity with the due legal 

procedures. 

Second， it is open to the people's courts to find in favour of the 

plaintiffs， and so order the administrative authorities that are the 

defendants to annul in whole or in part the administrative acts sub-

ject to judicial review and to order the administrative authorities to 

undertake new， and remedial， administrative acts. This form of 

judgment is to be reached in cases where the administrative acts at 

issue are considered by the people's courts to fail， and to be ren-

dered invalid on account of their failure. The failure of administra“ 

tive acts occurs where the acts are held to be lacking in the evi耐

dence essential to their support， where the acts are based in an er-

roneous application of the relevant laws and regulations， where the 

acts are performed in violation of due legal procedures， and where 

the performance of the acts involves the administrative authorities 

in actions that are ultra vires or tainted through the abuse of pow-

ers. The third form of judgment that the people's courts are able to 

make in administrative cases， as this is stipulated in Article 54， 

comes where it is found not that the administrative authorities 

have performed acts that fail through the absence of proper eviden-

tiary， legal and procedural foundations， but rather that the admin-

istrative authorities have failed to perform， or have delayed in per剛

forming， acts which they are subject to some obligation to perform. 

Here， the administrative authorities are to be ordered by the peo耐

ple's courts to perform the acts in fulfilment of their obligations 
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within a specified time pe1'iod. Finally， the1'e is the fou1'th fo1'm of 

judgment refer1'ed to in Article 54喧 andwith this figu1'ing in admin-

istrative cases that relate to applications for judicial review in re-

spect of administrative sanctions and penalties. In this matter， the 

people's courts are to order the administrative authorities to set 

aside or modiちTthe administr叫 ivesanctions and penalties that are 

made subject to judicial review，加 inthe event that it is concluded 

that the administrative sanctIons and penalties are in some way 

unfair. 

The remedies that the people's courts are to p1'ovide fo1' the 

plaintiffs in administrative proceedings are intended to be effective. 

Thus it is stated that where the people's courts order the adminis-

trative authorities to perform a new administrative act， then it is 

requi1'ed that the administ1'ative authorities are to perform acts 

that are indeed new and not merely perform acts that are identical 

with the original acts which were ruled agaInst (Article 55). The re-

medial aspect of judgments in administrative cases， as directed to・

wards the situation of plaintiffs， is essential to the logic of adminis-

trative p1'oceedings and to that of the judicial review of administra-

tive action. However， the hearing of administrative cases may result 

in the discovery of misconduct on the part of administrative 0伍cials，

where this necessitates a response from the people'日 courtsthat 

goes beyond the providing of 1'emedies for plaintiffs. In this connec-

tion， it is stipulated that in the event that the people's courts find 

that the administrative authorities or their officials are in breach of 

the code on administrative discipline， then the materials relating to 

this are to be passed on for investigation to the administrative 

authorities in question， to the administrative authorities at the next 

higher level， 01' to the administrative authorities responsible for su-

pervision and pe1'sonnel discipline matters. In the event that the 

people's courts find that crimes have been committed by administra幽

tive officials， then the materials concerned are to be passed on to 

the administrative authorities re日ponsiblefor public security or to 
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the relevant office of the people's procuratorial authorities. (Article 

56). 

The administrative procedure is a complex judicial procedure， 

and it comprehends a procedure for appeals against the judgments 

of the people's courts and the orders through which the judgments 

are to be given effect to. The appeals procedure is treated of in 

Chapter 7， as in a number of key provisions. Thus it is laid down 

that the people's courts that act as the courts of first instance in ad-

ministrative cases are required to arrive at their judgments within 

three months of the acceptanc氾 ofthe cases for adjudication. The 

prescribed time limit is strict， and such extensions as may be neces-

sary require the approval of superior courts: either that of the 

higher people's courts， or， where the latter are themselves the 

courts of first instance， that of the Supreme People's Cou此.(A此icle

57). The parties in administrative cases may refuse旬 acceptthe 

judgments， and the orders foIlowing from these， as issued by the 

people's courts as courts of first instance. In this circumstance， they 

have the right to appeal to the people's courts at the next higher 

level of the judicial system within 15 days仕omthe date of the de-

livery to them of the written notice of the original court judgments. 

Likewise， the parties may appeal to the people's courts at the 

higher level against court orders in respect of them as issued by the 

people's courts of first instance， and as within 10 days from the date 

of their having notification of the original court orders. In the ab-

sence of appeals， the judgments and the related orders of the peo・

ple's courts acting as courts of first instance are to have e丘ect.(Ar幽

ticle 58). 

As to the hearing of appeals， it is provided that the people's 

courts acting as courts of appeal may， in cases where the facts in-

volved are clear， make their determinations on the basis of the writ-

ten court records (Article 59). The people's courts hearing appeals 

are required to deliver their final judgments within two months 

from the date of their receiving the applications for appeal. This 
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time limit may be extended in special circumstances， and with ex-

tensions to be approved by the higher people's courts， or， if the 

higher people's cou此sare hearing appeals， by the Supreme People's 

Court. (Article 60). The decisions that it is open to the people's 

courts to make in the hearing of appeals are specified as follows. 

First， appeals are to be dismissed， and the original judgments of the 

courts of first instance are to be sustained， in cases where the fac-

tual basis for the original judgments is held to be clear and where 

the original judgments are held to involve a correct application of 

the relevant laws and re伊llations.Second， appeals are to be upheld， 

and the original judgments of the courts of first instanc泡 areto be 

amended in accordance with出elaws， as in cases where the factual 

basis for the original judgments is accepted to be clear， but where it 

is considered that the relevant laws and regulations have been erro・

neously applied. Third， there are the cases where the factual basis 

of the original judgments of the courts of first instance is held to be 

ambiguous， where there is found to be insu伍cientevidence， or 

where there is considered to have occurred some violation of due le-

gal procedures which impairs the reliability of the original judg-

ments. Here， the people's courts acting as courts of appeal may de-

cide to annul the original judgments of the courts of first instance 

and order the latter to hold retrials， or they may decide to amend 

the original judgments consequent on their having clarification as 

to any ambiguities in matters to do with factual basis. In appeal de-

cisions of this form， the parties have the right to appeal against or-

ders for retrial. (Article 61). 

The judgments and orders that町 einvolved in the decisions of 

the people's courts in administrative proceedings are themselves le-

gal acts， and there is the possibility that such judgments and orders 

may be flawed， and hence impaired as to their legal quality， 
through eηor or through a lack of conformity with the established 

laws and regulations. In recognition of this， it is provided that if 

parties in administrative cases ωnsider that judgments and orders 
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of the people's courts that have already had execution contain er-

rors， then they are to make appropriate representations to the p印 刷

ple's courts that issued the judgments and orders in question or to 

the people's courts at the next higher level， but with the judgments 

and orders to remain in force (Article 62). Then again， the presiding 

judges may find that the executed judgments and orders， as effected 

through the people's courts where they sit， contain violations of the 

terms of established laws and regulations sufficient for a retrial to 

be given consideration. In this situation， the presiding judges may 

make reference to the relevant adjudication committees， in order to 

have a decision made on the question of retrial orders. In the event 

that the people's courts at a higher level discover that the executed 

judgments and orders of the people's courts at the Iower level stand 

in violation of the terms of established laws and regulations， then 

the higher level people's courts may opt to have the cases concerned 

tried again in their own hearing， or they may opt to order the lower 

level people's courts to conduct retrials. (Article 63). Finally， it is 

provided that the people's procuratorial authorities may lodge for-

mal protests， as in line with their statutory powers of legal supervト

sion， in the event that the authorities discover that the judgments 

and orders of the people's courts， as already executed， are defective 

on account of their violating the terms of established laws and regu-

lations (Article 64). 

viii. Execution of Judgments in Administrative Cases 

The provisions governing the execution of the judgments and orders 

of the people's courts in administrative cases， as set out in Chapter 

8 of the AP Law， are closely related to the Chapter 7 provisions in 

the respect， among others， that they touch directly on the question 

of remedies in administrative cases and on the question of the ren-

dering of court judgments and orders effective. The essential princi-
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ple here， as affirmed in Article 65， i~ャ that the parties to administra-

tive proceedings are to execute the judgments and orders of the peo・

ples's courts as these have legal standing， but that a failure or re-

fusal to do this by the parties will canγmaterial consequences. 

This is so in cases where ordinary citizens， legal person entities or 

other organizations， as the plaintiffs in administrative proceedings， 

refuse to execute judgments and orders unfavourable to themselves. 

For， here， it is provided that the relevant administrative authorities 

have the right to apply to the people's courts， as having the status 

of the courts of first instance， for the compulsory execution of the 

judgments and orders at issue， or to make their own compulsoη 
execution of the judgments and orders as administrative authorities. 

There is also provision made in Article 65 for the remedies that 

are to be available to the people's courts in cases where the admin-

istrative authorities， as the defendants in administrative proceed-

ings， refuse to execute court judgments and orders which go against 

their own position and interests. The following are the remedial 

measures that Article 65 states that the people's courts may adopt. 

First， the people's courts are empowered， as in cases involving the 

imposing of fines， to order the relevant banks to transfer from the 

accounts of the recalcitrant administrative authorities funds su節"

cient to cover the amount of the fines that are to be returned to the 

plaintiffs and the amount of due damages. Second， it is open to the 

people's courts to impose fines on administrative authorities that re-

fuse to execute court judgments and orders. These fines are to 

range from Yuan 50 to Yuan 100 per day as calculated from the 

date when the execution of the judgments and orders falls due. 

Third， the people's courts may submit a judicial notice of recommen-

dation for action to the administrative authorities at the next 

higher level to the administrative authorities that refuse to execute 

judgments and orders，。士 tothe administrative authorities which 

have responsibility for supervision and personnel discipline.官lead-

ministrative authorities receiving such judicial notices are then to 
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pass on the cases so re島町edto them as in accordance with the rele-

vant legal stipulations， and to report back to the people's courts 

serving the judicial notices on the results of their examinations. 

Fourth， there are the cases where a refusal to execute judgments 

and orders in administrative cases may be of a su悶cientserious-

ness for this to constitute criminal misconduct on the part of the ad-

ministrative authorities concerned. In these cases，仕lepeople's 

courts are empowered to initiate the criminal investigation of the 

administrative 0自cialsbearing responsibility. 

As a final matter， the position of the administrative authorities 

is safeguarded as where ordinary citizens， legal person entities or 

such like organizations fail to fulfil the obligations falling on them 

as under the requirements set through the acts of the authorities as 

within the due time limits， but where they also fail to bring admin-

istrative proceedings against the authorities as through the people's 

courts. Here， it is laid down in Article 66 that the administrative 

authorities concerned may apply to the people's courts to enforce 

the compulsory execution of the terms of their acts， or proceed加

have the terms of the acts in question executed through their own 

initiative as in accordance with the laws. 

ix. Compensation Liabilities in Administrative Cases 

The provisions relating to compensation claims arising from admin-

istrative cases as contained in Chapter 9 serve to supplement the 

general schedule of remedies for parties aggrieved of administrative 

action that is set out in the AP Law. This is so in the respect that 

compensation awards are intended both to restore the rights and in-

terests of parties where these have been violated through adminis-

trative action， and to ensure that the administrative authorities are 

made subject to proper and effective sanctions and penalties. Thus 

it is stated in Article 67 that where ordinary citizens， legal person 
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entities or like organizations have f eir lawful rights and interests 

infringed by the acts of the administrative authorities in circum-

stances occasioning damages， then the parties have the right to ap-

ply for compensation. The applications of the parties for compensa-

tion are to be addressed to， and considered by， the administrative 

authorities concerned， but with the proviso that if the parties are 

not satisfied with the decisions of the administrative authorities on 

compensation， then they are to initiate administrative proceedings 

in the people's courts. It is allowed that mediation is to stand as an 

acceptable procedure for settling compensation claims. 

In Article 68， it is underlined that where the lawful rights and 

interests of parties are infringed through administrative action and 

damage is caused， then the administrative authorities concerned 

are to bear liability for compensation. The administrative authori咽

ties so liable are entitled to compel those among their personnel 

who are responsible for the offending administrative acts， either 

through intent or in negligence， to bear the costs of the compensa咽

tion awards in part or in whole. Finally， there is Article 69， and 

with this treating of the arrangements for the funding of compensa-

tion in administrative cases which are to be followed within the sys-

tem of government and administration. Here， it is stated that the 

overall costs for compensation awards are to be included as expendi哨

ture within the financial budget of the people's government at the 

various levels of administration in the PRC. The governmental boι 

ies at the different levels are empowered to order the particular in-

dividual administrative authorities having liability for compensa-

tion to bear part or all of the costs， as in accordance with measures 

to be determined by the State Council. 

x. Foreign Parties and Administrative Cases 

The AP Law is intended to have a general application within the 
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territory of the PRC. In line with this， it is stated that， save where 

the laws stipulate to the eontraryラ theterms of the law are to apply 

to such parties involved in administrative proceedings in the PRC 

as are foreign nationals， stateless persons or foreign organizations 

(Article 70). Hence， foreign nationals， stateless persons and foreign 

organizations that bring administrative proceedings are to be con-

sidered to hold the same rights， and to bear the same responsibili-

ties， as the citizens and organizations of the PRC (Article 71). To 

these principles there are two qualifications. First， it is laid down 

that if international treaties concluded or acceded to by the PRC 

contain provisions differ明 ltfrom those given in the AP Law， then 

the provisions of the international treaties concerned are to have 

application unless the provisions are ones on which the PRC has de噌

clared reservations (Article 72). Second， it is laid down that when 

foreign nationals， stateless persons and foreign organizations bring 

administrative proceedings in the PRC and elect to appoint lawyers 

to act for them， then they are required to appoint lawyers who have 

membership in one or other of the associations for lawyers of the 

PRC (Article 73). 

Conclusion: the Administrative Procedure Law Considered 

The enactment of the Administrative Procedure Law of 1989 marks 

the decisive step in the creating of the system of administrative law 

in the PRC， as it marks the final rendering of the principles that 

are essential to the system and to the form of the judicial review of 

administrative action which lies at its foundation. To begin with， it 

is to be underlined that as an advance on the 1982 State Constitu由

tion， the AP Law provides for the accountability of the administra-

tive authorities before the people's courts as in accordance with a 

procedure of judicial control that is fully separate from the proce-

dures that are followed by the people's courts in respect of the 
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criminal law and the civil law， lndeed， the AP Law serves to estab同

lish the administrative law as a sphere of law that is distinct from 

the spheres of criminallaw and civillaw， and to establish the speci陶

白cit勿.y0ぱfthe admιin 

procedure and the civil procedure. Thus it is that the AP Law 

stands in ranking， as withil1 the law of the PRC， with the landmark 

statutes that are foundational for the criminal law and civil law dト

visions. For the criminal law， these are as follows: the Criminal 

Law of the People's Republic of China‘as adopted at the 2nd Ses-

sion of the 5th Session of the National People's Congress on 1 July 

1979 and as subsequently adopted in revised form at the 5th Ses-

sion of the 8th National People's Congress on 14 March 1997;同 1the 

Criminal Procedure Law of the People's Republic of China， as 

adopted at the 2nd Session of the 5th Session of the National Peo-

ple's Congress on 1 July 1979 and as subsequently adopted in re-

vised form at the 4th Session of the 8th National People's Congress 

on 17 March 1996.1531 As for the civil law， the key statutes are the 

General Principles of the Civil Law of the People's Republic of 

China， as adopted at the 4th Session of the 6th National People's 

Congress on 12 April 1986，1541 and the Civil Procedure Law of the 

People's Republic of China， as adopted at the 4th Session of the 7th 

National People's Congress on 9 April 1991.1551 

The terms on which by statute the administrative authorities 

are rendered accountable to the people's courts within the contexts 

of the criminal law and the civil law are readily summarized. As to 

the civil law， it is evident from the relevant legal source materials 

that the administrative authorities， and the administrative person-

nel， are to be thought of as being subject to the general regime of 

rights and obligations specific to the civil law. This is so in principle 

in respect of contracts， as it is so also in respect of civilliabilities a自

relating to wrongs arising in connection with civil rights and civil 

obligations. Thus it is provided that the administrative authorities， 

and the administrative personnel， are liable for civil damages as 
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where they violate the rights and interests of ordinary citizens and 

non-state legal person entities. The form of adjudicative procedure 

applying here is， of course， the civi1 procedure， and in this connec-

tion it is to be noted that while the people's courts will hear civil 

cases involving the administrative authorities， it i日 nevertheless

provided that the people's cou此sare not to hear such cases as fall 

within the scope of proceedings for the judicial review of adminis-

trative action.1561 

五
O
凶
(
お
)

As to the criminal law， the essential principle is that the ad-

ministrative authorities as official state organs， and the administra-

tive personnel， are capable of committing acts that have the stand-

ing of crimes， that the administrative authorities and the adminis-

trative personnel are in respect of these acts to bear criminal re-

sponsibility， and that in consequence of this they are liable to be In-

vestigated and punished as in accordance with the terms of the law 

of criminal procedure. In line with this core principle， there is pro-

vided in the crimina1 law code a clear definition as to the category 

of state officia1s as subjects of the 1aw. There is provided also a de-

tailed specification of the various forms of crimina1 misconduct in 

which state officials are capable of being invo1ved， and for which 

they are to be required to answer as before the peop1e's courts. In-

cluded， here， are crimes of an economic character， such as crimes of 

bribery and embezz1ement. A further set of crimes that are specified 

as involving state 0伍cia1sare the crimes which re1ate to the matter 

of dereliction of duty， such as negligence in the 10ss of public monies 
and malpracti<;e for personal gain and profit.r571 

官leAP Law provides for the judicial review of administrative 

action， and the judicial review procedure that the law describes 

serves to render the administrative authorities accountable through 

the people's courts on terms that are to be set apart from the terms 

of the adjudicative procedures which are bound up with the civil 

law and with the criminal law. As we have explained， the judicial 

review of administrative action is directed exclusively towards the 
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official powers of the administrative authorities as defined in law: 

or， in more particular terms， it is directed towards the acts of the 

administrative authorities where there is the exercise of official 

powers， and towards the basis in law for the acts加 questionas 

relative to both their form and substance. As such， the judicial re-

view procedure does not concern the administrative authorities in 

the context of their implication in the transactions with ordinary 

citizens， and with other such parties， which form the subject-matter 

of the civil law. For if the administrative authorities are involved in 

civil transactions as pa此iesthat have the standing of official state 

bodies， as is so by de宣nition，then it remains the case that this is 

not an involvement in respect of administrative tasks and functions 

and in respect of the exercise by the administrative authorities of 

their specifically 0出cialpowers. As to the criminal law， it is to be 

emphasized that the terms of the AP Law are such that the judicial 

review of administrative action may indeed result in the exposure 

by the people's courts of criminal misconduct on the part of admin-

istrative officials， as say with cases of bribery and embezzlement or 

with cases of dereliction of duty. However， this outcome is， as it 

were， incidental 加 thejudicial review procedure in and of itself， and 

where the exposure of crimes does occur then the relevant eviden-

tiary materials for this are to be referred to the judicial authorities 

that exercise the due jurisdiction for criminal cases. For the judicial 

review procedure is focused on the lawfulness of the acts of the ad-

ministrative authorities as involving the exercise of of宣cialpowers， 

rather than on the criminal acts of administrative 0缶cials，and the 

procedure provides only for the remedies specific to administrative 

law rather than for the application of the forms of sanctions and 

penalties which are specific to criminal punishment. 

There is proper recognition extended to the judicial review of 

administrative action， as a distinct form of adjudicative procedure， 

in the legal source materials from the period from 1982 and up to 

1989， and immediately prior to the enactment of the AP Law， that 
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we examined in Part 2 of the present paper. In this respect， the 

laws and regulations concerned mark an important contribution in 

the development of the system of administrative law in the PRC. 

However， the terms of the laws and regulations are such as to leave 

it indeterminate as to the precise details of the form of the proce剛

dure for judicial review that is to be adopted by the people's courts. 

So also is there present an indeterminacy as to such matters as the 

precise scope of the administrative acts that are to be subject to ju剛

dicial review， the precise grounds for applications for judicial review， 

and the precise remedies that are to be accepted as being available 

for the applicant parties as following the judicial review of adminis-

trative action. It is the signal achievement of the AP Law that the 

judicial review procedure is given full and adequate elaboration as 

in terms of the matters of procedure， scope， grounds and remedies. 

The achievement here is very great， and it is on account of it that 

the AP Law is to be adjudged as serving to bring realization to the 

administrative law system of the PRC and to establish， and to de-

scribe， its foundations. 

The chief merit of the AP Law， and of the administrative law 

system that it founds， is that it provides for real and effective con-

trol by the people's courts of the administrative authorities and， 

hence， for the subjecting of the administrative authorities to real 

and effective legal constraints and limitations as to the exercise of 

their powers. This is so， for example， in respect of the range of the 

acts of the administrative authorities which are understood as being 

subject to judicial review as on the part of the people's courts. As we 

have seen， the laws and regulations treated of in Part 2 of this pa圃

per include reference to the judicial review procedure only in the 

context of the challenges of the affected parties to such administra-

tive acts as involve the application of administrative sanctions and 

penalties. As against this， there is no such contextual restriction 

with the AP Law as to the administrative acts that are held to be 

subject to the judicial review procedure. The specification of the 
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relevant administrative acts set OU in Article 11 of the AP Law 

does， of course， pick out all the different administrative sanctions 

and penalties as being open to applications for judicial review， and 

with these including fines， detention orders， revocations of licences， 

suspension orders relating to business operations， and confiscations 

of a白setsand properties. However， Article 11 goes far beyond ad-

ministrative sanctions and penalties， and to pick out a number of 

other acts of the administ1'ative authorities for the purposes of de-

sc1'ibing the scope of the judicial 1'eview of administrative action. 

These include the following: administrative acts involving restric-

tions on pe1'sonal liberty and the seizure 01' f1'eezing of assets and 

p1'operty; administrative acts infringing the lawful independent 

decision-making powers of business enterprises; the 1'efusal or fail-

ure of administ1'ative authorities to issue pe1'mits and licences， or to 

1'espond to due applications for the same; the refusal or failu1'e of 

the administrative authorities to perform statutory duties in 1'ega1'd 

to the p1'otection of pe1'sonal and p1'ope1'ty 1'ight日， 01' to respond to 

requests fo1' the due perfo1'mance of duties; the failu1'e of the admin-

ist1'ative authorities to pay out certain benefits and pensions; the 

acts of the administ1'ative autho1'ities involving the imposing of un・

lawful requirements on pa1'ties as fo1' the performance of obligations. 

The material extent of the judicial control ove1' the activities 

and engagements of the administrative autho1'ities that is estab-

lished through the terms of A1'ticle 11 of the AP Law is considerable. 

This control is further established with the p1'ovisions of the AP 

Law that desc1'ibe the complex detail of the fo1'm of the procedure 

that i白 tobe followed by the people's courts as with administrative 

cases. For these p1'ovisions serve to ensure the open access of ag“ 

grieved pa1'ties to the judicial review procedure， the inescapability 

of the jurisdiction of the people's cou1'ts in administrative cases as 

in respect of the administ1'ative authorities that stand as defen-

dants， and the availability to the people's courts of meaningful 

remedies as fo1' the applicant parties， as plaintiffs， and of meaning-
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ful sanctions and penalties as for the administrative authorities. To 

begin with， there are the provisions relating to the jurisdiction of 

the people's courts over administrative cases. These indicate how 

the various acts of the administrative authorities， as distinct one 

from another in terms of their form and substance and their place 

of performance， are all made subject to the people's courts as within 

the multi-level judicial system obtaining in the PRC， and with the 

jurisdiction exercised through this judicial system being such that it 

has application to the administrative authorities on a uniform and 

compulsory basis throughout the PRC. As to出eprovisions on出e

parties to administrative cases， these describe the essential form of 

the relationship holding in administrative cases as between the ap-

plicants for judicial review， as plaintiffs， and the administrative 

authorities as defendants. Here， it is underlined how ordinary citi胸

zens， legal person entities and other such orga副zationsare eligible 

to present themselves before the people's courts as parties aggrieved 

of administrative action. 80 also is it underlined how the adminis-

trative authorities are to be bound to hold themselves accountable 

before the people's courts as for the purposes of the judicial review 

procedure. 

As if to confirm the accountability of the administrative 

authorities in relation to the people's courts， and so through this 

the jurisdictional powers of the people's courts over the administra-

tive authorities， there are the provisions concerning evidence in ad-

ministrative cases. Thus it is held that the burden of proof in ad-

ministrative cases falls on the administrative authorities， and that 

the administrative authorities are required to supply all evidentiary 

materials pertaining to those of their acts that are being made sub-

ject to the judicial review procedure. Above all， there are the provi-

sions relating to the actual hearing of administrative cases by the 

people's courts. 80， for example， it is provided that the people's 

courts may proceed to hear， and to decide， administrative cases in 

circumstances where the administrative authorities， as the defen・
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dants， decline to appear before ther Then again， the administra-

tive author悩 esremain subject to the sanctions and penalties that 

the people's courts are empowered to impose on the parties to ad-

ministrative cases， as where the parties act to the detriment of the 

integrity of administrative proceedings as through the falsification， 

concealment or destruction of evidence ot through the bribing or in-

timidating of witnesses. 

The provisions on the hearing of administrative cases point to 

the remedies and the sanctions and penalties that the people's 

courts are to apply in respect of the parties. As to the remedies fa-

vourable to the plaintiffs as against the administrative authorities， 

it is provided that the people's courts may annul the acts of the ad-

ministrative authorities that are subject to judicial review and order 

that new and remedial acts are to be performed by the administra-

tive authorities concerned. Likewise， it is provided that the people's 

courts are able to order administrative authorities to perform their 

duties in due time as where there has occurred some failure to do 

this， and also to order the setting aside of those administrative 

sanctions and penalties which are considered to be unfair. The 

remedies that are available for the plaintiffs in administrative cases 

are given effect to， as under the terms of the AP Law， through the 

presence， and as required the application， of the sanctions and pen-

alties to which the administrative authorities are liable as subject 

to the jurisdiction of the people's courts. Here， it is to be observed 

that the administrative authorities that are found to be delinquent 

are， in principle， liable to be referred to the supervisory organs of 

the state government for disciplinary measures and liable also to 

criminal investigation and punishment. In addition to this， the pro“ 

visions relating to the executing of the decisions of the people's 

courts in administrative cases make reference to certain measures 

that the people's courts may adopt in order to compel the adminis-

trative authorities to comply with their decisions， as where the aι 
ministrative authorities concerned are recalcitrant， and with these 
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measures including the drawing on bank accounts and the imposi-

tion of fines. Finally， it is provided that the plaintiffs in administra-

tive cases are entitled to seek compensation from the administrative 

authorities， as in conditions where their lawful rights and interests 

町 eviolated， and that it is within the competen四 sof the people's 

courts to make compensation awards as against the relevant admin圃

istrative authorities. 

As we have brought out，廿leAP Law is virtuous in its provid-

ing for the administrative authorities to be accountable as before 

the people's courts and so for their control through subjection加 le刷

gal constraints and limitations. In this， the AP Law conforms in its 

letter and spirit with the principles that are essential to what， in 

the Introduction to this paper， we identified as the ideal of the rule 

of law and the ideal of constitutional govemment. However， the 

question does still present itself as to the defects， if any， of the AP 

Law， and the judicial review procedure that it describes， as forming 

a legal-institutional framework for the effective control of the gov・

emment and administration. In order to assess this， it is vital to 

keep in mind certain of the core defining purposes of the AP Law， 

as these are referred to in the statement given in Chapter 1 of its 

general principles. The pu叩osesthat町 ehere of crucial relevance， 

as laid down in Article 1， are those relating to the 0伍ceof the peo-

ple's courts as follows: first， the protection of the rights and inter-

ests of citizens， legal person entities and other like organizations， as 

the parties a貸与ctedby administrative action; second， the regulation 

of the administrative authorities in the exercise of their powers and 

the performance of their duties as in accordance with the laws. 

Thus as to the prot湾ctionof the rights and interests of affected par-

ties， the fundamental principle， as laid down in Article 2， is that 

parties are to have the right to apply to the people's courts for the 

judicial review of the acts of the administrative authorities where 

such acts are held to violate their rights and interests. As to the le-

gal regulation of the administrative authorities， the fundamental 
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principles are that the people's courts are to exerCIse their powers 

in independence and in conformity with the laws， that they are in 

the hearing of administrative cases to base themselves on the facts 

of the cases at issue and on the laws as the controlling standard in 

adjudication， and that they are to confine themselves in administra-
tive cases to the de胞rminationof the lawfulness of the acts of the 

administrative authorities which are made subject to the judicial re-

view procedure (Articles 3-5). 

The most notable respect where the AP Law is to be considered 

as defective， as in relation to its defining purposes， is that the con聞

trol that it assigns to the people's courts over the administrative 

authorities is not presented as being a complete and comprehensive 

form of control. For there are certain acts of the administrative 

authorities that are expressly excluded from the scope of the judi・

cial review procedure， as acts which fall outside the jurisdiction of 

the people's courts. The administrative acts in question are listed in 

Article 12 of the AP Law as follows. First， there are acts of state， 

such as those conceming national defence and diplomatic relations. 

Second， there are the administrative regulations， and the adminis-

trative norms such as regulations， decisions and orders， that are 
drawn up and issued by the administrative authorities and that， as 

such， are possessed of a binding legal effect. Third， there are the de-

cisions of the administrative authorities as conceming their own 

personnel， as with matters to do with appointments and dismissals 

and with rewards and punishments. Fourth， there are the acts of 

the administrative authorities where it is stipulaぬd，as under the 

terms of the relevant statutory legislation，出atthe administrative 

authorities concerned are to possess a final and ultimate discretion. 

Of the acts of the administrative authorities that are exempted 

企omthe jurisdiction of the people's courts， it is only the acts beω 

longing to the third category whose exclusion仕omthe scope of the 

judicial review procedure is to be regarded as uncontroversial 企om

the standpoint of what are the defining purposes of the AP Law. 
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For it is hardly essential to the protection of the rights and inter-

ests of parties affected by administrative action， or essential to the 

regulation of the conduct of the administrative authorities， that the 

people's courts should exerci白ejudicial review powers in respect of 

the terms and conditions of the service of administrative personnel. 

lndeed， the service of administrative personnel is a matter that re-

lates more to the principles of civil law， such as for example the 

principles of contractual obligation， and so it is a matter that would 

appear more properly to concern the people's courts in the applica-

tion of the civil procedure. 

However， the exclusion of the administrative acts in the first， 

second and fourth categories from the scope of the judicial review 

procedure is surely to be viewed as controversial， and to be counted 

as something that involves an impediment to the adequate fulfil-

ment by the people's courts of the purposes of the AP Law. To begin 

with， it is evident that acts of state may affect profoundly the situ-

ation of ordinary citizens， legal person entities and like organiza-

tions， and that acts of state may therefore carry great and detri-

mental consequences for the rights and interests of such parties. 

Hence the exempting of acts of state 会omjudicial review imposes a 

substantial restriction on the peoplぬ courtsin the matter of the 

protection of the rights and interests of parties affected by adminis-

trative action， as it restricts the people's courts also in the matter of 

the regulation of the administrative authorities as to their duties 

and powers as in accordance with the laws. 

There are similar considerations in play with the exclusion of 

the people's courts from exercising the powers of judicial review in 

respect of administrative regulations and other administrative 

norms， and in respect of the acts of the administrative authorities 

that are to do with the issuing of these. For administrative regula-

tions and related administrative norms set the general policy pa-

rameters for the administrative authorities， and in doing so they 

impact directly on the rights and interests of affected parties (as 
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they also reflect on， and involve consequences for， the conduct of the 

administrative authorities). Once again， the excluding of judicial re-

view militates against the fulfilling of the purposes of the AP Law 

on the part of the people's courts. Most serious of all perhaps in 

terms of implications， there are the administrative acts that fall 

within the fourth category of exclusions企omthe scope of the judi-

cial review procedure. These， of course， are the acts of the adminis-

trative authorities where the authorities themselves are by statute 

law specified to be the final arbiters， and so where， in effect， the ju-

risdiction of the people's courts as for the ends of administrative law 

is set aside through the acts of the legislative power of the state 

government. In this context， the terms of the exclusion of judicial 

review are such that they serve not only to curtailぬe∞mpetences

of the people's courts， and in frustration of the defining purposes of 

the AP Law. At the same time， the exclusion of judicial review here 

serves also to undermine the separation of governmental powers， 

and so departs 合omthe principles of the rule of law and the princi-

ples of constitutional goveロrmentwhich， as we have suggested， are 
intimately related to the first principles of administrative law as 

such. 

The Article 12 exclusion of challenges to administrative regula-

tions and administrative norms from the scope of judicial review 

points to， and goes together with， what is a further limitation of the 

AP Law， and the administrative law system that it founds， consid-

ered in its status as an instrument for the control of the institutions 

of government and administration. This is that the judicial review 

procedure involves no powers belonging to the people's courts to re-

view the general policy engagements， and the general conduct and 

practices， of the administrative authorities. To the contrary， the ju-

dicial review procedure involves for the people's courts only the 

power旬 adjudicateca田 sarising合omthe substantive acts of par-

ticular and ascertainable administrative authorities， and as these 

affect the rights and interests of particular and ascertainable par・
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ties. Thus Article 41 of the AP Law provides that the adjudication 

of administrative cases by the people's courts requires the fulfilling 

of the conditions as follows: first， the presence of specific parties 

standing as plaintiffs and with lawful rights and interests violated 

by the acts of administrative authorities; second， the presence of 

specific administrative authorities to have standing as defendants; 

third， the presence of specific claims regarding the administrative 

acts that are to be reviewed， and with some factual basis for these; 

fourth， the presence of proper jurisdiction as exercised by the peo・

ple's courts. Of course， the conditions for administrative cases， as 

here stated， are fully consistent with the ends of judicial review as 

a procedure that is directed towards the protection by the people's 

courts of the rights and interests of parties which are adversely af-

fected by administrative action. However， these are conditions that 

render the judicial review procedure entirely dependent， as to its 

operationalization， on the context set by the existence of plaintiffs， 

出ein創 ngementof plaintiff rights and inter閣総， thepeI也rmanceof 

administrative acts and the agency of administrative authorities. In 

consequence of this， the judicial review procedure holds out what is 

the real prospect of remedies for parties aggrieved through adminis-

trative action， but nevertheless with the form of the overall control 

of government and administration provided through the procedure 

being limited to the extent that it is context-determined in the re-

spects to do with specific plaintiffs， plaintiff rights and interests， ad-

ministrative acts and administrative authorities as referred to. 

官lefinal matter where the AP Law stands as defective， as in 

relation to its defining purposes， is to do with the character of the 

judicial review procedure as a procedure where the people's courts 

are concerned with the lawfulness of the acts of the administrative 
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authorities. This concern is白ndamentalfor the people's courts， and 

this in the respect that deliberation as to the lawfulness， or the un-

lawfulness， of administrative acts is the critical determining factor， 
as for the people's courts， in their intervening to protect the rights 
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and interests of the parties affected by administrative action or to 

impose regulation on the activities of the government and admini咽

stration. That the people's courts are to concern themselves with 

the lawfulness of administrative action is reflected in the terms of 

Articles 52…53 of the AP Law， where it is stated that the people's 

courts are to apply the 1aws， administrative regulations and local刷

level regu1ations， and the related administrative norms， in the adju噌

dication of administrative cases. There is a1so the statement con-

tained in Article 54 of the AP Law of the grounds for the applica-

tion fo1' judicial review， and the grounds for the decision of adminis-

trative cases as against 01' for the p1'oviding of remedies for appli-

cant parties. Thus it is laid down that the people's courts are to sus-

tain the acts of administrative autho1'ities in conditions where the 

acts are based in sufficient evidentiary materials， and based in the 

correct application of the relevant laws and regulations and in the 

cor1'ect application of the relevant legal procedures. At the same 

time， it Is laid down that the people's courts are to annul， and to set 

aside， the acts of the administrative authorities where the acts con-

cerned a1'e lacking in a sufficient evidentia1'Y basis. The same holds 

whe1'e the administrative acts involve an er1'oneous application of 

the 1'elevant laws and regulations 01' a violation of relevant legal 

procedu1'es， and whe1'e the administrative authorities exercise their 

powers ultra vires 01' otherwise abuse their powers. In addition to 

this， the people's cou1'ts a1'e empowered to require the administra-

tive autho1'ities to perform their legal duties where there is failure 

of pe1'tormance， as they a1'e empowered also to order the setting 

aside of tho日eadministrative sanctions and penalties which are ad-

judged to be unfaI1'. 

The grounds fo1' judicial review stated in Article 54 of the AP 

Law are白uchthat with the exception of the evidentiary basis for 

administrative acts， and with the exception of the unfairness of ad-

ministrative sanction日 andpenalties， these are a11 grounds where 

the essential consideration for the people's courts is the fidelity (or 
4G 
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otherwise) of the administrative authorities to the terms of the es-

tablished legal sources and to the terms of the due legal proce‘ 

dures.'581 There is little doubt that the law-focused form of the adju・

dication of administrative cases is consonant with， and serves to 

promote， the functions of judicial review understood as the protec咽

tion of the rights and interests of parties a首ectedby administrative 

action， and as the proper re伊llationof the administrative authori-

ties in the exercise of their powers and the performance of their du-

ties. Even so， there remain inherent limitations to this. As to the 

regulation of the administrative authorities， the judicial review pro-

cedure is directed towards the consistency between administrative 

action and established law and legal procedure， but without this 

enabling the people's courts to pass as such on the matter of the 

form and substance of the legal norms and procedures that the ad-

ministrative authorities are to go by in the performing of their acts. 

As to the protection of the rights and interests of the parties af-

fected by administrative action， the judicial review procedure is di醐

rected towards this， but with it being so， as in the terms of the AP 

Law， only where the rights and interests of the parties possess 

some basis in conventional law or where these are implicit in the 

procedural law applying to the administrative authorities. There is 

not， however， any recognition conveyed in the AP Law as to the 

relevance of independent normative standards of justice and politi-

cal morality for the determination by the people's courts of the le-

gitimate rights and interests of parties in administrative cases.1591 

The absence of this recognition is a critical feature of the adminis-

trative law system in the PRC， as this is founded in the AP Law， 

and， as we may note by way of a final observation， it is something 

that will increasingly come加 weighwith the jurists and legal com-

mentators given what is now the explicit commitment of the PRC， 

at the level of constitutional law， to the principles of human 

rightS.1601 
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Notes and References 

"The article the second part of which is here pubJished was completed on 5 July 

2004， and with Part 1 of the article being published in Volume 37 of The 

E引lkllbαUniversiり!Journα1 of Lαwαnd Politicα1 Science (September 2004). The 

article was written as a unified whole， and， in consideration of this， the number-

ing for the notes and references has been left to stand as continuous as between 

the two parts. Thus the numbering for the notes and references for Part 1 runs 

from 1 to 43， while the numbering for the notes and references for Part 2 runs 

from 44 to 60. Charles Covell and Shahzadi Covell. 

44. Interim Provisions for the Administration of the Environment in the Eco噌

nomic Zones Open to the Outside World. 

Duiwai Jingji Kaifang D叫uHuanjing Guanli Zanxing Guiding. 

Compilation， January-December 1986， pp. 579-82. 

45. Regulations ()f the People's Republic of China on the Administration of Traf-

fic Safety on Inland Waters. 

Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Neihe Jiaotong Anquan Guanli Tiaoli. 

Cο打1pilation，January-December 1986， pp. 688--98. 

46. Measures for the Control of N arcotic Drugs. 

Mazui Yaopin GuanJi Banfa 

Compilatω11" January-December 1987， pp. 965--9. 

47. Regulations of the People's Republic of China on the Administration of the 

Registration of Enterprise Legal Person Entities. 

Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Qiye Faren Dengji Guanli Tiaoli 

Compil日tion，January-December 1988， pp. 900-10. 

48. M日asuresfor the Control of Psychotropic Drugs. 

Jingshen Yaopin Guanli Banfa. 

Compilation， .January-December 1988， pp. 1089--95 

49. Decree No. 15 of the People's Republic of China. 

Law of目thePeople's Republic of China on the Prevention and Treatment of Infec-

tious Disease日
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Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Zhuxi Ling (di 15 hao). 

Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Chuanranbing Fangzhi Fa. 

Compilation， January-December 1989， pp. 639--49. 
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Fruits of Cartography. 

Zhonghua Renmin Gonghe尽10Cehui Chengguo Guanli Guiding. 

Compilation， January-December 1989， pp. 755-61. 

51. For the purposes of maintaining completeness in the account here provided 

of the selected legal source materials， it is to be noぬdthat it is the application 

of administrative sanctions and penalties that is spωified as the occasion for af-

fected p町 tiesto initiate proceedings in the people's courts， as against泊施 ad・

ministrative au出orities，in the various laws and regulations that we have made 
reference to but without as such expounding them in detail. For the relevant 

provisions， see: Article 11 of the Interim Provisions for the Administration of the 
Environment in the Economic Zones Open 旬位1eOutside World; Article 50 of 

the Regulations of the People's Republic of China on the Administration of Traf-

fic Safety on Inland Waters; Article 34 of the Measures for the Control of Nar-

cotic Drugs; Article 32 of the R時ulationsof the People's Republic of China on 

the Administration of the Registration of Enterprise Legal Person Entities; Arti-

cle 25 of the Measures for the Control of Psychotropic Drugs; Article 36 of the 

Law of the People's Republic of China on the Prevention and Treatment of Infec-

tious Diseases; Article 20 of the Provisions of the People's Republic of China on 

the Administration of the Fruits of Cartography. 

52. Decree No. 83 of the President of the People's Republic of China. 

Criminal Law of the People's Republic of China. 

Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Zhuxi Ling (di 83 hao). 

Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Guoxing Fa. 

GSC， 4 April 1997， Issue No. 10， Serial No. 862， pp. 419-94. 

53. Decree No. 64 of the pr官sidentof the People's Republic of Chお1a.

Criminal Proωdure Law of the People's Republic of China. 

Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Zhuxi Ling (di 64 hao). 

Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Xingshi Susong Fa. 

GSC， 18 April 1996， Issue No. 10， Serial No. 824， pp. 378-413 

54. Decree No. 37 of the pr哩sidentof the People's Republic of China. 

General Principles of the Civil Law of the People's Republic of China. 

Zhonghua Renmin Gonghe尽10Zhuxi Ling (di 37 hao). 

Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Min Fa Tongze. 

Compilation， Januarγ-Deωmber 1986， pp. 1-34. 
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55. Decree No. 44 of the President of the People's Republic of China. 

Civil Procedure Law of the People's Republic of China. 

Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Zhuxi Ling (di 44 hao). 
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Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Minshi Susong Fa. 

GSC， 15 May 1991， Issue No. 13， Serial No. 652， pp. 481--520. 

56. The provision of the General Principles of the Civil Law that is crucial here 

comes in Chapter 6 as part of the statement of the basic principles of civil liabil-

ity. Thus it is laid down in Article 121 that where state bodies and the person司

nel of these， as in the dischar富ingof their official duties and powers， act in such 
a way as to harm the lawful rights and interests of ordinary citizens or of legal 

person entities， then the state bodies and state personnel involved areωbe 

thought of as bearing liability for damages under civil law. As to the distinct-

ness of the form of a匂udicativeprocedure followed in civil law cases， as relative 
to the procedure for the judicial review of administrative action， there is the key 
provision to be found in the statement of the principles governing the trial pro-

cedures to be adopted in civil cases by the people's courts of first instance that 

comes in Chapter 12 of the Civil Procedure Law. This is the provision to the ef-

fect that in circumstances where the people's courts are presented with civil 

suits by parties仕lathave the aspect of administrative cases， and that fall 
within the province of administrative law， then the people's courts are to decline 

to hear the suits in question and are to advise the parties to initiate administra-

tive proceedings (Article 111). 
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57. It is clearly provided among the principles relating to crimes set out in 

Chapter 2 of the Criminal Law that state organs are capable of committing such 

acts endangering society as are to be ranked as crimes， and位latthey are in con-

sequence of this and as appropriate to bear criminal responsibi1ity aI1d to be 

made subject to criminal sanctions and penalties (Articles 30-31). As to the 

specification of state officials as persons who discharge public functions within 

state institutions， and as for the purposes of the ascription of criminal responsi-

bility in accordance with the terms of the law， this is given in Chapter 5， Article 
93. The elaboration of the various crimes of bribery and embezzlement comes in 

Chapter 8， and the particular criminal offences within this category that are re-
ferred to in connection with the misconduct of state 0節cialsinclude the follow-

ing as are here自ummarized:embezzlement of public funds (Articles 382-383); 

misappropriation of public funds (Article 384); extortion and aωeptance of bribes 

(Article 385-389); retention of gifts ac四 p旬din the public service (Article 394). 

The crimes to do with dereliction of duty on the part of state officials are elabo-

m旬dat length in Chapter 9， and with these being p四 sentedas involving the 

causing of substantial losses to the state through negligence and through the 

engaging in malpractice for the purposes of personal gain and enrichment (Arti-

cle 397). The state officials whose dereliction of duty as along these lines is af-

firmed to be subject to criminal punishment are those responsible for such ad-

ministrative tasks and functions as follows: the judicial office and law enforce-
50 
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ment (Articles 399-402); the regulation of corporations and corporation shares 

(Article 403); the taxation system (Artides 404'405); the maintenance of forests 

(Article 407); the protection of the envimぬmゼnt(Article 408); the prevention and 

treatment of infectious diseases (Article 409); the customs IArticle 411); the 

quarantine inspection of animals and plants (Article 413); the control of border 

crossings (Article 415). 

58. To underline this as the position taken in the AP Law as to the standards 

for judicial decision-making in administrative cases， it is to be noted that the 

correct or in∞rrect applications of laws and regulations， and the conformity or 
non-conformity with legal procedure，品rereferred to in Article 61 as the princi-

pal factors in appellate adjudication自 concerningadministrative cases. 

59. There is a nod towards some such independent normative standards of jus-

tice and poJitical morality， a日inrelation to the judicial review of administrative 

action， with the reference that comes in Artic1e 54 of the AP Law to the matter 

of the unfairness of administrative sanctions and penalties， as something that is 
to lead the people's courts to find for the plaintiffs in administrative cases and 

as against the administrative authorities concernedる However司 therelevant con-

sid臼rationsof unfairness at issue here呂町 leftindetermInate. 80， for example， 

there are no rules and principles of adjudic託tionspecified in the AP Law that 

correspond to the rules and principles that are familiar， as from the English 
common law， as the rules and principl創出i悶 turaljustice that se円 eto guaran画

tee the right of the parties adversely急治ぅdedby the act白 ofadministrative 

authorities to a hearing which will be unhiased. 

60. The commitment of the Party-8tate ♀rship authorities in the PRC to the 

principles of human rights has come as 品 ofthe latest set of amendment弓 to

the 8tate Constitution， which were adopted品tthe 2nd 8ession of the 10th Na-

tional People's Congress as of 14 March 2004. Thus it is t.hat Article 33 of the 

8tate Constitution， as the fir日t01" the comprising Chapter 2 on the fun-

danヨ巴ntalrights and duties of citizens PRC， is now amended to the efTect 

that it provides not only that citizens mちむヨualunder the law旦ndare the bear-

ers of the rights and duties prescribed IllもheConstitution and the laws， but al日O
that the state is to respect and to guarantee human rights. The precise implica-

tions and consequences of the entrenching of human rights in the constitutional 

law of the PRC remain to be seen， but there will be implications and conse陪

quences for the future development of 記昌dmil1istrativelaw system il1 the PRC 

is something that is not open旬 doubt.The reference details for the constitu-

tional amendments adopted on 14 March 2004 are as follows 

Amendments to the Constitution of the Peop!e's Republic of China. 

Constitution of the People's Republic of China. 
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Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo XianfaXiu Zheng An. 

Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Xianfa. 

GSC， 10 May 2004， Issue No. 13， Serial No. 1120， pp. 4-17. 
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